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The series of events that led up to the book you are now reading turned out 
unexpectedly to provide the editors with a new appreciation of the need to re-
think the relationship of popu lar  music to the Cold War(s) in Asia. This volume 
began in an international conference held at the University of  Chicago Beijing 
Center in June 2014. The event was designed to bring together scholars from 
across the Asia- Pacific region, North Amer i ca, and Eu rope to explore diff er-
ent aspects of popu lar  music across Asia during the Cold War era. Originally, 
the conference also had an official cosponsor in China, but just days before 
our scheduled meeting, we  were informed that that cosponsoring institution 
had abruptly withdrawn. No official reason was given, but it became apparent 
that the prob lem of the Cold War was po liti cally too hot to  handle in 2014 
China— especially in the month that marked the twenty- fifth anniversary of 
the suppression of the Tian anmen Square protests. It was as if a wall had gone 
up around the Cold War, rendering it forbidden territory—at least for scholars 
in some parts of Asia.

This reinforced an impression we already had: that the Cold War contin-
ues  today to take on a variety of diff er ent meanings in diff er ent locations. To 
paraphrase William Faulkner (a sometime cultural ambassador to Asia during 
the height of the Cold War), in Asia the Cold War past is not dead; it is not 
even past yet. As Odd Arne Westad has argued, our pre sent global order is 
in many ways the living progeny of Cold War geopolitics.1 Accordingly, fol-
lowing Heonik Kwon, it makes more sense to think of the end of the Cold 
War as “a slowly decomposing pro cess that involves a multitude of  human ac-
tions arising from concrete, structured conditions within and across defined 
locales” rather than as a finished event that exists in a past discontinuous with 
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our pre sent moment.2 We are, we learned, still living in the long fade- out of 
the Cold War.

We received another jolt a few days  later. The withdrawn cosponsorship 
took down with it a scheduled per for mance by local musicians that our for-
mer cosponsors had arranged. The local staff at the Chicago Beijing Center 
scrambled to find an alternative event to fill the gap in our schedule and came 
up with something even more in ter est ing. In place of the canceled choral con-
cert, we found ourselves sitting around two large  tables in the East Is Red, a vast 
restaurant located on the Fifth Ring Road East in the Haidian District.

The restaurant was decorated with posters and banners from the Cultural 
Revolution, and the staff wore replicas of the uniforms of Red Guard youths. 
The waitstaff also doubled as singers and actors for the floor show, which con-
sisted of re- creations of “red songs” from the Cultural Revolution, complete 
with slogans, choreographed routines, and condemnations of foreign imperial-
ists. The climax was a staged resurrection of the  people rising up into heroic 
action  after the martyrdom of a young Chinese  woman at the hands of Japa nese 
imperialist invaders. But in this simulacrum per for mance, the most overly po-
liti cal of Cold War popu lar  musics was seemingly drained of all po liti cality. We 
wondered if we  were witnessing a remarkable demonstration of ironic kitsch— 
until we saw the responses to the per for mance by other audience members, 
mostly large  family groups. They stood and danced and sang along; grand-
mothers and grand fathers enthusiastically taught the proper steps to toddler 
grandchildren. They  were, of course, reveling in the soundtrack of their youths. 
Somehow, popu lar  music made it pos si ble to feel a warm nostalgic glow for 
what was officially the worst era in China’s Cold War. From the other side of 
the Iron Curtain, a soft and fuzzy version of the Cold War echoed  toward us. 
The wall that blocked academic resurrections of the Cold War proved unable 
to stand up to the emotional attractions of popu lar songs.3

At the conference and the per for mance, we  were learning that a diff er ent 
Cold War emerges when we lend our ears to Asia— and in par tic u lar to the 
popu lar  musics of Asia. Westad argues that we need to heed the Global South 
if we want to grasp the Cold War, but we  were discovering that we also need 
to head east. In Asia, even the basic par ameters of what we know as the Cold 
War grow hazy. The notion that the Cold War began shortly  after World War 
II, that it ended around 1990 with the collapse of the Soviet bloc, that its front 
line was the Berlin Wall, and that  under its sway the so- called Iron Curtain 
separated cleanly two distinct global blocs: none of  those ideas make much 
sense from the vari ous perspectives of Asia. The commonly accepted narrative 
arc and internal periodizations of the Cold War also break down when the era 
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is approached through the perspective of Asian popu lar  music: the “stagnant” 
1970s, for example, do not necessarily seem discontinuous from the “turbu-
lent” 1960s. Nor, for that  matter, does the Cold War look particularly cold 
from the perspective of Asia. The Chinese Revolution, the Korean War, the 
Vietnam War, the Indonesian massacres, the Naxalite insurgency in India and 
Burma:  these Asian wars ran more hot than cold. In place of the notion of the 
Cold War as a “long peace,” Bruce Cumings insists that we think of Asia’s Cold 
Wars primarily in terms of a “balance of terror.”4

When did the Cold War begin? Scholars often cite 1946, the year Win-
ston Churchill gave his “Iron Curtain” speech, or 1947, the year Walter 
Lippman’s book The Cold War was published— but from the perspective of 
Asia, both dates seem too late. The  battle lines between Communism and anti- 
Communism  were clearly already drawn by the late 1920s across China and the 
Japa nese empire (whose indirect rule by puppet state over Manchuria would 
provide a prescient model for the client state form that would emerge across 
the region  after 1945), clouding any attempt to posit a 1940s start date for the 
Cold War in the region.

When did the Cold War end? From the perspectives of Asia, the more perti-
nent question seems to be, did the Cold War ever end? The continued military 
saber- rattling seen in  Korea, Okinawa, and across the Straits of Taiwan calls 
into question the idea that we are living in a post– Cold War era. Moreover, 
the Bandung movement as well as socialist and other international fronts criss-
crossed the region unevenly, opening up routes for transmission and crossing 
that sometimes halted at but other times leapt blithely  under or over the Iron 
Curtain.

A number of impor tant recent studies have traced the ways Cold War in-
stitutions in the West mobilized modernist art and a concomitant aesthetics 
centered on notions of freedom and spontaneity.5 This po liti cally mobilized 
aesthetic confronted the realism and class- based aesthetics that  were the of-
ficial line of the Soviet bloc. But while the aesthetics of modernism and social-
ist realism might provide blueprints to help us map out the competing official 
programs of the Cold War powers, popu lar  music provides in many ways a 
much better, much messier, and more accurate map of how daily life was lived, 
with its pleasures and sorrows, across the global in the period. The Cold War in 
North Amer i ca or Eu rope might have seemed an abstract  matter of state geo-
politics, but in much of Asia, “ people had to live the cold war as part of their 
everyday lives and in their most immediate, intimate domains.”6 In  those do-
mains, the soundtrack usually came from the mundane realm of popu lar song, 
not high classical or avant- garde jazz.
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The many forms of popu lar  music that  were performed, recorded, banned, 
listened to, and danced to across Asia help us map out a less linear Cold War, 
one in which beginnings, endings, bound aries, and alliances take on more in-
tricate, amorphous structures. Popu lar  music traveled across multiple routes in 
the era: the network of US military bases and their concomitant apparatuses 
(including  music clubs on and off base, Armed Forces radio networks, and px 
stores stocking the latest rec ords from the US and Eu rope); the international 
socialist youth festivals that gathered musicians and listeners from around the 
world; the trafficking in rec ords, films, and tele vi sion programs on both sides 
of (and sometimes across) the Iron Curtain, and so on. Songs and styles and 
performers traveled not only within  these vari ous networks but also across 
them in often unexpected manners.

Accordingly, Asian popu lar  music provides an opportunity for mapping out 
a diff er ent version of the Cold War. We have to be wary, though, in taking this 
approach,  because many of our methodologies and basic assumptions about 
Asia and popu lar  music are themselves products of the Cold War period. As 
Lisa Yoneyama and many  others have noted, academic area studies fields such 
as Asian studies are “enduring Cold War knowledge formations” that render 
certain kinds of information into “facts” while rendering other pasts and his-
torical subjects illegible.7 As we pursue what is clearly an Asian studies proj ect, 
we have to remain vigilant of the unspoken presumptions about culture, tradi-
tion, nation- states, and modernity, to name just a few, that too often enclose the 
messy and fluid real ity of modern Asia into categories of knowledge in the ser-
vice of power by producing a version of the past that legitimates existing social 
and po liti cal hierarchies and unevenness. For example, as Yoneyama notes, Cold 
War Asian studies focused primarily on “the normative development of nation- 
states and statehood” so that “area studies scholars primarily produced studies 
of entities that  were already constituted as, or  were becoming, nation- states.”8 
But the activities surrounding popu lar  music often take place through units 
larger and smaller than the nation- state. When, for example, Thai transgender 
performers perform cover dances of K- pop songs, they are si mul ta neously high-
lighting differences (of gender, sexuality, class, and ethnicity) within the nation of 
Thailand and mapping themselves onto a cosmopolitan, transnational vision of 
what Asian modernity might sound and look like.9 Cold War popu lar  music 
becomes, as many of the authors  here argue, a form of vernacular cosmopolitan-
ism that blurs multiple bound aries. As we rethink the potential of area studies 
following the critiques of Orientalism and of Cold War ideology, popu lar  music 
studies potentially provide an entry way for exploring a more fluid approach, 
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one less respectful of the bound aries and periodizations we have inherited from 
the Cold War era.

Likewise, the academic study of popu lar  music is also part of our Cold War 
legacy. Many of the professional  music associations that would eventually le-
gitimize research on popu lar  music in the acad emy  were  shaped in response 
to Cold War alignments, beginning in 1947 with the International Council 
for Folk  Music (renamed in 1981 as the International Council for Traditional 
 Music [ictm] in Seoul), followed in 1955 by the Society for Ethnomusicol-
ogy (sem). Writing about the complementary work of  these organ izations, 
Bruno Nettl recalls how “in the 1960s and 1970s, the cold war and the Iron 
Curtain played a major but unacknowledged part in defining  these roles.”10 
Whereas the European- led ictm emphasized the collection of rural  music as 
the purest form of popu lar expression in modern socialist and cap i tal ist nation- 
states, the US- led sem was more concerned with advancing the holistic study 
of  music cultures through fieldwork, which mostly took place in nonaligned 
“developing” countries of the Global South. Moreover, much of the funding 
for American research on non- Western  music came from private foundations 
and the US Department of Education, two influential agents of Cold War– era 
knowledge formation closely aligned with the national security goals of the 
US Department of State. For example, in 1952 the Ford Foundation strate-
gically opened its first international field office in New Delhi, India, one of 
several fronts where the US deployed cultural policy to  counter the appeal of 
Communism in the new global order.11 Over the same period, national Asian 
 music socie ties  were formed, including the Musicological Society of Japan in 
1952 and the Indian Musicological Society in 1970. Founded in the shadows of 
the Cold War, postwar professional  music organ izations focused on preserving 
vernacular traditions that  were increasingly competing with popu lar  music for 
relevance in everyday life.

As rural populations moved to cities in unpre ce dented numbers  after World 
War II, urban listeners  were drawn to the modern aesthetic cosmopolitanism 
of pop- rock genres. Motti Regev usefully defines this broad category as “ music 
consciously created and produced by using amplification, electric and elec-
tronic instruments, sophisticated recording equipment (including samplers), 
by employing certain techniques of supposed untrained vocal delivery . . .  and 
by filtering all  these through sound editing, modification, and manipulation 
devices.”12 Thus a combination of accelerated urbanization, booming commer-
cial  music industries, competing cultural nationalisms (cap i tal ist and social-
ist), and the priorities of research funding agencies encouraged  music scholars 
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to privilege the study of art and vernacular  music over electronically medi-
ated, hybridized styles. Popu lar  music was clearly more than a Cold War– era 
soundtrack; it was the elephant in the room for academic  music organ izations 
initially unsympathetic to the idea of including pop- rock as legitimate  music 
in the acad emy.

The founding of the Centre for Con temporary Cultural Studies in 1964 at 
the University of Birmingham was a turning point for the academic study of 
popu lar  music. Established in a climate of polarizing rhe toric and escalating 
geopo liti cal tensions in Eu rope, the Birmingham School of Cultural Studies 
pioneered the critical analy sis of media and working- class cultures at a time 
of growing American influence in postwar Britain. Whereas Frankfurt School 
critical theorists such as Theodor Adorno disparaged popu lar  music’s use of 
standardized formulas and repetition to pacify listening publics, early cul-
tural studies drew on the po liti cal philosophy of Antonio Gramsci as well as 
feminist, postcolonial, and poststructural theory to reframe popu lar culture 
as an arena of strug gle in which both individual agents and structural con-
straints co- determine social life.13 As a po liti cal and intellectual response to 
postwar conditions— including postcolonial liberation strug gles, the specter of 
nuclear warfare, the weaponization of media in the cultural Cold War(s), and the 
inequalities of late capitalism— cultural studies was at its core a movement dedi-
cated to examining the complexity of shifting power relations in highly industrial-
ized cap i tal ist socie ties.14 This line of inquiry led to questioning how power 
operates through sound, including how popu lar  music could be mobilized for 
domination and/or re sis tance. Cultural studies thus laid significant theoretical 
groundwork for the International Association for the Study of Popu lar  Music 
(iaspm), which was founded by sociologists and musicologists in 1981. While 
initially  limited to the study of  music in Western cap i tal ist socie ties, iaspm 
gradually expanded its scope to include research on non- Western culture in-
dustries by the late 1980s. At last,  there was growing realization among  music 
scholars that global popu lar  music was worthy of study, including genres culti-
vated in Communist socie ties, where, as Peter Manuel notes in Popu lar  Musics 
of the Non- Western World, star systems  were less prominent and musicians 
faced bureaucratic and ideological challenges more than market pressures.15

Meanwhile, the Cold War era also witnessed the growth of sound studies as 
a separate stream of cross- disciplinary research. A response to the ocular cen-
trism of Western epistemologies and limitations of music- centered disciplines, 
sound studies coalesced around shared interest in the sensory, ontological, ma-
terial, and historical dimensions of sound, or as Jonathan Sterne cogently puts 
it: “what sound does in  human worlds and what  humans do in sonic worlds.”16 
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In addition to expanding the possibilities for using popu lar  music to think 
about the historical and con temporary dynamics of the Cold War(s), sound 
studies also introduced more perspectives on how moments of  human crisis 
and conflict shape “sonorous enculturated worlds” directly or indirectly.17 Situ-
ated within a broader field of sound studies, the chapters in this volume not 
only offer a compelling, if inadvertent, response to Western musicology’s call 
to widen the scope of research on Cold War  music to include popu lar and non- 
Western perspectives.18 They also contribute to a growing body of lit er a ture 
in Asian sound studies by reaching beyond  music genres to approach popu lar 
 music more nimbly as sonorous worlds embedded in the politics of aurality.19

Although the idea of writing popu lar  music histories through a Cold War 
lens is relatively new, recent work on Latin Amer i ca, the Ca rib bean, and East-
ern Eu rope has challenged the Western- centeredness of most research on the 
cultural Cold War(s).20 Extending this initiative eastward across multiple Asias, 
some authors in this volume examine how songwriters and musicians per-
form Cold War discourses literally.  Others take a portal approach to explor-
ing how Cold War forces  shaped broader aesthetic and social transformations 
through case studies of individual  careers and creative works. The chapters also 
implicitly show how the discursive analytical frameworks and professional net-
works shaping Asian popu lar  music studies themselves stem from “structures 
of feeling” inherited from the cultural legacies of Asia’s Cold War(s). Indeed, 
 whether we adopt a Frankfurt School critical approach to the alienating effects 
of culture industries, a cultural studies emphasis on  limited spontaneity and 
liberal notions of freedom, or state- sponsored condemnation of de cadent yel-
low  music, all are postures rooted in Cold War– era ideological strug gles.

The vari ous chapters presented  here aim at a rethinking of Asia’s Cold War(s) 
through its popu lar  music— and, si mul ta neously, a rethinking of Asia’s popu lar 
 music(s) through the Cold War. Working from separate yet overlapping dis-
ciplinary backgrounds in places ranging from Maharashtra to the Ryūkyū Is-
lands, they show how historical changes “remotely registered in history books, 
newspapers, or the pronouncements of politicians can appear in vivid relief 
and full complexity within products of the popu lar  music industry—if we 
learn how to read them correctly.”21 In this volume, reading “correctly” involves 
thinking beyond lyrical analy sis to engage the verbal and nonverbal ele ments 
of per for mance as well as the lived histories that illustrate the social life and 
po liti cal force of popu lar  music production, mediation, and reception in Asia’s 
Cold War(s). With this in mind, we have or ga nized the chapters around three 
interconnected keywords that seem particularly useful in unpacking the com-
plexity of popu lar  musics in Cold War Asia: routes, covers, and fronts. In this 
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introduction, we pick up a few key musical examples from across Asia as a way 
to begin sketching in the stakes of each of the three concepts.

Routes

The routes of popu lar  music traced in the following pages are both material and 
meta phorical,  human and nonhuman: they encompass tangible vehicles, circu-
lation pro cesses, and ephemeral events, and involve media such as sheet  music, 
songbooks, radio, tele vi sion, and cinema as well as acts of translation, mixing, 
and appropriation. Performers travel through  these routes, but the performers 
themselves serve as routes. Seen through them, the popu lar emerges as an effect 
of (rather than as a precondition for)  music’s dissemination.  There is always 
something dynamic and impure at the origin of popu lar  music, a dynamism 
that invites approaches combining rather than contrasting routes and roots: as 
several of the contributions in this volume make clear, searching for the popu-
lar roots of a song often means discovering its previous routes, for “roots are 
not simply belongings, but re- imaginations and re- narrations of belonging that 
co- exist with the migrations and displacements of routes.”22

As Nisha Kommattam shows in her chapter on Kerala cinema, film song in 
par tic u lar can convey a peculiar form of rooted cosmopolitanism, transcend-
ing bound aries of class, caste, and communities and serving as a vehicle for aspi-
rations of utopian egalitarianism and social upward mobility. Another example 
to consider is Jia Zhangke’s Zhantai (Platform, 2000), a film that provides a 
rich illustration of the diverse musical routes in 1980s China. About twenty 
minutes into the film, three young men sit in a barely lit room in a Shanxi pro-
vincial town. One of them tunes in the radio, and through scratchy sounds, the 
weather forecast informs, “A cold depression is forming in Ulaanbaatar.” One 
more tiny turn of the knob and Teresa Teng’s mellifluous “Coffee and Wine” 
seeps through, a southern breeze blowing away the chilly draft from the north. 
Jia has often commented on his teenage love for Teng:

I was born in 1970, so I was in my formative years in the early eighties 
when popu lar  music  really began to take root in China. I grew up with 
pop  music. Popu lar  music played an enormous role in the lives of  people 
of my generation as we matured and came of age. At first it was all from 
Hong Kong and Taiwan, and only  later did Western  music start coming 
into China. One of the reasons popu lar  music was so impor tant was that 
before this, China  really  didn’t have any “popu lar culture” to speak of. 
The closest  thing we had  were revolutionary model operas and  things 
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made in that mold. I still remember so clearly the first time I heard the 
 music of Teresa Teng. The experience was exactly as it was portrayed in 
Platform, where the characters listened to illegal shortwave radio broad-
casts from Taiwan. At the time, I was quite young and  couldn’t  really say 
what it was about her voice, but it was so moving— I was utterly hypno-
tized.  There was a special time  every day when they would play her songs 
and I would always tune in.

 Later, when I went to college and reflected back on this time, I realized 
that her  music represented a massive change in our cultural landscape.23

The director’s statement that before the 1980s “China  didn’t have any 
‘popu lar culture’ to speak of ” urges us to reconsider what might have counted 
as popu lar  music in Cold War China—an unresolved controversy that Qian 
Zhang addresses in this volume. The 1930s had seen the emergence of a “hy-
brid genre of American jazz, Hollywood film  music, and Chinese folk  music 
known in Chinese as ‘modern songs’ (shidai qu)” whose creation was attrib-
uted to the composer Li Jinhui and which was pop u lar ized by such pop  music 
divas as Zhou Xuan.24  Those tunes  were then condemned as “yellow (i.e., por-
nographic)  music” and partly displaced by “a new form of leftwing mass  music 
(qunzhong yinyue) expressly designed to  counter Li Jinhui’s musical idiom 
in the urban media marketplace of Republican China.”25 From the 1950s to 
the 1970s, march rhythms, choral singing, and orchestral arrangements often 
drawn from Soviet models dominated the Chinese musical landscape. Huge 
state- sponsored efforts went into collecting folk  music and folk songs, which 
 were then readapted to fit the current po liti cal agenda, combined with new 
and foreign melodies, and widely disseminated through dance and musical per-
for mances, dramas, movies, and songbooks. Lydia Liu has coined the phrase 
official popu lar culture to emphasize both the role of the state and the broad 
appeal of such works as the musical film Liu Sanjie (Third  Sister Liu, 1961), 
but the phrase could also be employed to describe the state- sponsored model 
works of the 1960s and early 1970s mentioned by Jia.26

Encompassing ten operas and four ballets (some of which  were made into 
films), two symphonies, and two piano pieces that drew as much from West-
ern symphonic  music as from Chinese folk and traditional tunes, the model 
works  were enjoyed by millions of  people and constituted the core of Chinese 
socialist mass culture, but for Jia they do not qualify as “popu lar,” perhaps due 
to their ideological content and state sponsorship, and also  because by the late 
1970s they had been too long in the air and failed to appeal to the youth.27 In 
a context in which state media undercut the popu lar character of mass culture 
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by disseminating it too insistently, what counted as “ really popu lar” was the 
clandestine  music that seeped in through “illegal shortwave radio broadcasts 
from Taiwan” and captured young  people’s hearts in an almost secretive man-
ner, generating “a nostalgia for something that was beyond reach.”28

Popu lar  music’s affective power is often enhanced by the fact that it travels 
through forbidden routes. The Chinese term for popu lar, liuxing, suggests an ir-
resistible wave emerging from an undefined place and expanding everywhere—
in the compound liuxing bing, it means “epidemic.”29 Jia describes Teng’s songs 
as “moving” and “hypnotizing.” Under lying his recollections is a distinction 
between emotionally compelling sounds, on the one hand, and state- endorsed 
productions that do not appeal to audiences on the other, between vibes so 
personal and infective that they enter the body and transport it to some other 
space and time, and an impersonal voice imposed nationwide that does reach 
all spaces and yet remains distant, failing even to be heard. The film itself, how-
ever, undoes this dichotomy. By interweaving revolutionary songs and senti-
mental melodies, parodies of official hymns to the Four Modernizations and 
disco  music, Platform shows that the infective power of songs is pervasive and 
not  limited to any par tic u lar musical source, style, or genre.

Platform memorializes the function of cinema as one of the routes through 
which  music became popu lar within and across national borders in late Cold 
War Asia.  These routes partly reflected Cold War blocs— but only partly, for 
they  were neither entirely determined by the socialist states nor fully integrated 
within a cap i tal ist mode of production. As shown by Jennifer Lindsay’s chapter 
in this volume, songs traveled through the biennial World Festivals of Youth 
and Students or ga nized by the World Federation of Demo cratic Youth, which 
gathered del e ga tions from diverse countries, including nonaligned ones, and 
led to the development of folk regional and national styles informed by  those 
transnational encounters.30 The festivals functioned as crossroads of musical 
exchange, laboratories of musical invention, magnets of cosmopolitan aspira-
tions, and grassroots alternatives to state- endorsed cultural diplomacy. Their 
lingering sounds bespeak desires for nonalignment and solidarity, the unfin-
ished pursuit of a peaceful world unfractured by Cold War rivalries and safe 
from new nuclear threats. By considering what Lindsay calls the “socialist 
popu lar,” we discover cultural networks that encompass the then emerging 
Third World and challenge current definitions of popu lar  music— definitions 
which are to a large extent still  shaped by a Cold War dichotomy of socialist 
authoritarianism and free- market liberalism.

A focus on the routes of popu lar  music, in other words, allows us to rethink 
the concept of popu lar  music itself beyond the Cold War frameworks that 
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contrast the mechanisms of cap i tal ist culture industries to  those of socialist 
states. As James Clifford reminds us, “practices of displacement . . .  [are] consti-
tutive of cultural meanings rather than . . .  their  simple transfer or extension.”31 
 Whether in melody, arrangement, rhythm, tempo, or language, nothing of a 
song remained the same when it was performed or broadcast elsewhere. There-
fore, we treat popu lar  music neither as the reflection of homogeneous nations 
nor as signifier of a universal global. In most of the cases we examine, songs 
 were reinvented through traveling and at times returned to their place of origin 
in dramatically muted forms, generating new “cycles of feedback” that trans-
formed the musical cultures of multiple sites.32 A closer look at the soundtrack 
of Platform— particularly at one song in it, “Good- bye, Friend”— will help il-
lustrate  these points.

Titled  after a 1987 pop- rock hit about a lonely heart vainly waiting for the 
train of love, Platform focuses on a performing arts troupe as its repertoire of 
socialist songs is replaced by rock, disco, and breakdance.33 The soundtrack 
seems to punctuate the passage from socialism to capitalism, suggesting prom-
ises that neither can fulfill. Diegetic songs, however, also do much more. A song 
can instantly transform the atmosphere of a room, a square, or a street, though 
often such change turns out to be superficial or inconsequential. When, early 
in the film, “Awara Hoon” (I am a vagabond) from the Hindi film Awara (The 
Vagabond, 1951) bleeds out in the hall of the public movie theater, its boister-
ous tune seems to make fun of the austere portraits of Vladimir Lenin, Joseph 
Stalin, and Mao Zedong hanging on the wall, but obviously the structures and 
legacies of socialism  will linger on.34 Other songs underscore moments of quiet 
in domestic spaces temporarily sheltered from the vio lence that still pervades 
public life, as in the scene when one of the protagonists practices mainland pop 
hits from a songbook— early 1980s favorites such as “Early Morning at School,” 
“Clear Spring  Water at the Frontier,” and “Nights in the Navy Ports”— right 
before a friend drops by to report that someone is being executed a few meters 
away.35

Another troupe member plays a cassette of Taiwanese singer Zhang Di on 
a tape recorder he has brought back from a trip to Guangzhou, suggesting 
dreams of social mobility and escape (not unlike  those examined in Kommat-
tam’s chapter) but also stressing the gap between the southern coastal cities 
where economic reforms and new forms of popu lar culture took off in the early 
1980s and the inland where  these young  people are stuck. Songs sometimes 
define and often blur the bound aries between po liti cal and private spheres, ce-
ment friendships and romantic relations, offer comfort in separation, accentu-
ate loneliness or keep it at bay. Each of them, Jia recalls, “represents a snapshot 
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of the social real ity of the time.”36 This is, first and foremost, a real ity of new 
asynchronicities engendered by the economic reforms. Through its complex 
soundscape, the film shows how cultural change came messily and slowly to 
the inland rural areas, even though they  were initially energized by economic 
reforms. Some of the change is imported, arriving by fits and starts through un-
official routes from the south coastal urban centers of Guangzhou and Shenzhen, 
and some is generated locally, amalgamating the familiar and the new. Popu lar 
 music, then, connotes change that does arrive, eventually, but with noticeable 
delay.37

 There is one song, however, that interrupts the narrative of new expecta-
tions and disappointments generated by the passage from socialism to capi-
talism. It is around 1984: state funding has been cut and the troupe is being 
privatized. Some performers leave their hometown to go on a tour led by a 
newly appointed man ag er, and two of them are breaking up: the male protago-
nist is leaving with the troupe, while his (ex-)girlfriend stays  behind. We first 
hear the lyr ics, seemingly from offscreen, while a still camera shows the male 
protagonist in profile, sitting on the right of the frame, barely holding his tears; 
three other performers are viewed from the back. An engine roars. When the 
truck moves and the camera pans leftward to follow it, we realize that it is the 
troupe members themselves who are singing the song. The refrain, “A pengyou 
zaijian, a pengyou zaijian, . . .  lalalalala” (Good- bye, friend, good- bye, . . .  lalala-
lala), now accompanied by the strumming of a guitar, continues to resound in 
the next shot, aligned with the viewpoint of  those sitting on the truck looking 
backward at the streets and walls they are leaving  behind. Commenting on the 
faded slogans on the walls, of which only the Chinese transcription of “Marx” 
is legible, Michael Berry argues that “this is not just a farewell to Fenyang and 
the friends and  family of their hometown, but a farewell to the ideologies of 
yesterday.”38 The song seems to function as a vehicle transporting  these young 
 people away from the socialist past, underscoring separation and change, but 
the complex history of “A pengyou zaijian” suggests something beyond a linear 
narrative of separation and change.

“A pengyou zaijian,” which literally translates as “Good- bye, friend,” is the 
Chinese version of “Bella ciao,” widely considered the most famous song of the 
Italian re sis tance movement during World War II. It is a fascinating example 
of a song that traveled in diff er ent guises through many routes. It is often sung 
with clapping, for instance, but in the Chinese version, the clapping is verbal-
ized with the syllable “ba” following “pengyou zaijian” in the refrain. Tracing 
“Bella ciao” back in time, one does not find any definite point of origin. In 
the words of a historian who interviewed Italian partisans on their musical 
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memories of World War II, “the history of ‘Bella ciao’ is like a novel without 
an ending,  because  there is no unique text but several variants that underwent 
many transformations and interweave with multiple individual and collec-
tive stories.”39 A hybrid vehicle of diverse sonic and textual materials ranging 
from rice field  labor songs to  children’s games, it has been translated into 
thirty languages and continues to be adapted by many protest movements 
to this day.40

In fact, in spite of the widely held assumption that “Bella ciao” was sung 
by all partisans, during the war its diffusion was  limited to central Italy in 
1944–45. The brigades fighting in the north mostly sang “Fischia il vento” (The 
wind whistles), which was based on the melody of the Rus sian “Katyusha” and 
whose text included such lyr ics as “the sun of tomorrow” and “red flag” that di-
rectly referred to socialism.41 In the early 1960s, “Bella ciao” was retrospectively 
chosen as the hymn of the re sis tance  because it was a more inclusive song that 
“focused not on any par tic u lar army or brigade, but on a single man, a mar-
tyr of that continental tragedy that was Nazi fascism.”42 Moreover, its growing 
international fame and dissemination through the media also contributed to 
its canonization. When “Bella ciao” was performed by a choir of former par-
tisans from Emilia Romagna at the World Festival of Youth and Students in 
Prague in 1947, in Budapest in 1949, and in Berlin in 1951, thousands of del-
egates from seventy countries joined in clapping hands and sang along. The 
Italian Young Pioneers Association, a leftist youth organ ization for  children up 
to fifteen years old, sang it at their camps and at international youth gatherings. 
It was sung in both Italian and Rus sian by Muslim Magomaev, a famous Azer-
baijani singer dubbed the “Soviet Sinatra,” starting in 1964. In the same year, 
two differently worded versions, the first originating among rice field workers 
in northwestern Italy and the second dating back to partisans,  were included 
in the concert “Bella ciao” at the Seventh Festival of Two Worlds in Spoleto 
(Italy), a controversial event that brought folk songs to the national stage and 
was broadcast on tele vi sion.43 Yves Montand’s interpretation in 1963 greatly 
contributed to its fame, paving the way for more recent versions, including 
 those by Manu Chao, Goran Bregovic, and Marc Ribot and Tom Waits.44 Over 
the past few years, it has been translated and adapted for vari ous protest move-
ments, including the 2013 Gezi Park protests in Istanbul.45 Thanks to YouTube 
and other online video sites, the melody of “Bella ciao” continues to galvanize 
protesters across the globe.

It was the movie Most (The Bridge, 1969) by Yugo slavian director Hajru-
din Krvavac that first served as the conduit for the crossover of “Bella ciao” 
to China. Along with Valter Brani Sarajevo (Walter Defends Sarajevo, 1972), 
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also directed by Krvavac, The Bridge was one of the most popu lar films in late-
1970s China.46 The actor playing the main protagonist in both movies,  Velimir 
“Bata”  Zivojinovic, was much beloved by Chinese audiences, who affection-
ately referred to him by the name of “Walter.”47 The Bridge was dubbed in 
Chinese in 1973 but was initially distributed only internally, that is, to select 
audiences of politicians, elite military, and perhaps a few film specialists. It was 
widely shown in movie theaters and on tele vi sion only from the late 1970s on-
ward. The film dialogues  were in Serbo- Croatian and German and the theme 
song was in Italian, but when the film was dubbed in Chinese, its multilingual 
aspect was lost, and many Chinese audiences came to believe that the song was 
from Yugo slavia. Film scholar Yuan Qingfeng writes:

 There  were very few kinds of popu lar entertainment and consumable 
cultural goods in 1970s China, and foreign works  were even scarcer. 
Foreign cinema was  limited to a handful of socialist countries like the 
Soviet Union, Eastern Eu rope, North  Korea, and Vietnam, and even 
nineteenth- century classical  music was banned. The Bridge not only had 
a wonderful plot, but the soundtrack was also outstanding. So once it 
was shown, it strongly reverberated with audiences. For instance, the 
theme song “Good- bye, Friend” was repeatedly covered by musicians and 
broadly disseminated. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, the “light  music” 
coming from the west was considered ideologically problematic and was 
harshly criticized by officials as one of the symbols of cap i tal ist culture. 
But covers of The Bridge theme song  were considered safe,  because it was 
a movie from a socialist country.48

“Bella ciao,” literally meaning “Good- bye, beautiful” and thus suggesting 
a romantic farewell, was translated as “Good- bye, friend” in Chinese, fore-
grounding friendship and comradery instead of romantic love. Online Chi-
nese commentators recall that they learned to whistle it and play it on the 
harmonica, suggesting that what stuck most was the melody and the refrain. 
From the late 1970s on, notations and text  were reprinted in a wide range of 
songbooks, appearing among folk songs (minge) or listed as a popu lar song 
(liuxing ge). It was generally glossed as the soundtrack of the film, though in 
some instances its Italian origin was also acknowledged. In one of the earliest 
songbooks published in 1979, the title is simply “A! Pengyou” (Ah, friend).49 
A diff er ent, partial version, titled “Oh, Farewell, Dear Frends!” (sic), however, 
appears in Yingyu gequxuan (Selected songs in En glish, 1980).50 Since the En-
glish text is printed above the Chinese, the song appears to be translated from 
the En glish, even though it is glossed as “Italian folk song.” The book includes 
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African American folk songs, En glish versions of Neapolitan folk songs, Franz 
Schubert’s “Ave Maria,” and such American classics as “Oh! Susanna” and “This 
Land Is Your Land.” In addition to songbooks, “Good- bye, Friend” was also 
disseminated through flexi- discs produced by China Rec ords. It was, for in-
stance, included in the 1981 rec ord Waiguo dianying yinyuehui (Concert of 
foreign film  music), a collection of a surprising range of film soundtracks, all 
recorded in the original languages.51

Across all  these routes, “Bella ciao” reappears alongside songs of diff er ent 
genres, reminding us that the diverse understandings of popu lar  music, en-
compassing the  music of the common  people,  music that is enjoyed by many, 
and  music promoted by the mass media, are often intertwined. In early 1980s 
China, it was prob ably perceived as a song about friendship, heroism, and per-
sonal sacrifice. To some it might have suggested national dignity and freedom 
from oppression, carry ing the sound of an alternative transnational left- leaning 
horizon— the sound of a socialism that was still unknown. In Platform, there-
fore, “A pengyou zaijian” does not simply connote separation but also disturbs 
the trajectory from socialism to capitalism underscored by the rest of the 
soundtrack, reminding us of the plural worlds within each of  these systems, of 
the routes that breached their borders, and of routes not taken.

 There  were other impor tant “routes” across the region, as well. Another 
group of songs traveled across East Asia, in par tic u lar along the networks and 
relays of American Armed Forces radio and clubs on military bases.52 US mili-
tary bases in Japan, Okinawa, South  Korea, Taiwan, the Philippines, Vietnam, 
and elsewhere became nodes of circulation and transference, relaying pop songs 
from Tin Pan Alley, Nashville, and Southern California into new markets, so 
that they could be covered by musicians in Tokyo, Taipei, and Seoul (but not 
Beijing, Pyongyang, or Hanoi). And yet at the same time, as Hyunjoon Shin 
notes in his chapter  here, protest folk  music also spread across the region, albeit 
outside the bases. In South  Korea, it was a network of ymca, ywca, coffee-
houses, and university campuses that opened a space for an avowedly non-
commercial counterculture— a movement that began in translated covers of 
American folk  music but that by the 1970s had moved on, as Shin argues, “to 
construct a distinct  music culture for the nation (and its  people) rather than 
merely imitating Western  music.”

Since the 1990s, moreover, a new network of routes has emerged, some of 
them carry ing on legacies of the Cold Wars directly,  others indirectly, and a 
new imaginary geography of the region is in the pro cess of overwriting the ver-
sions that existed across the Cold War. As C. J. W.- L. Wee argues in his chapter, 
one of the carryovers from the Cold War division of a “security Asia” from 
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an “economic Asia” is the rise in practice and in imagination of a new fictive 
version of Asia characterized by a kind of “inter- Asian pop.” The Cold War 
practice across much of the region of listening to songs with En glish lyr ics has 
been coupled with a new practice engaged in by a new  middle class: listening to 
pop songs in non- English foreign languages,  whether it is K- pop in Singapore 
or Tokyo or J- pop in Seoul or Hong Kong. The routes traced by popu lar  music 
across Cold War Asia continue to reverberate and generate new paths in what 
Wee calls the “incomplete con temporary.”

The tangled, overlapping, and crisscrossing “routes” across Asia during the 
period  were sustained by a par tic u lar practice that characterized much of popu-
lar  music during the Cold War: cover songs. Understanding Cold War popu lar 
 music in Asia requires an interrogation of the logic of covering, to which we 
turn next.

Covers

In addition to routes, covers is another keyword that helps us map out the com-
plex intertwining of popu lar  music with the multiple Cold Wars that  were ex-
perienced across Asia. As a practice, covers are crucial to popu lar  music:  there 
is an indiscriminate profligacy to the way pop songs allow themselves to be imi-
tated, repeated, and recycled— and through that pro cess to generate overtones 
that suggest new pos si ble lineages and affiliations. As translated cover versions 
migrated across the routes crisscrossing Cold War– era Asia, they often evaded 
ideological disciplining, and as a result provide a remarkable tool for tracing 
the multiple  imagined histories and  futures that circulated through popu lar 
culture. Mapping out the convoluted pathways of cover versions is one way for 
us to see that  there was not one Cold War in East Asia but several.

Four years  after Jia Zhangke released Platform, Japa nese director Izutsu 
Kazuyuki released another film that used popu lar  music as a win dow for re-
flecting on the history of the Cold War. Pacchigi!, known in En glish as Break 
Through! (or, in another Cold War musical reference, We  Shall Overcome Some-
day), achieved considerable critical acclaim, finishing in the top position of the 
prestigious Kinema Junpō Best Ten List of Japa nese films in 2005. The movie 
depicts a Romeo- and- Juliet romance between a Japa nese boy who attends high 
school in Kyoto and a Zainichi (resident Korean) girl who attends a nearby 
private ethnic high school, all set amid the turbulence of 1968 Japan. The open-
ing scene provides a painstaking re- creation of a rock concert by Group Sounds 
sensations Ox, and as the narrative unfolds, we discover popu lar  music inter-
woven into the story in multiple ways.
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In par tic u lar, the film riffs off a legendary incident from Japa nese pop  music 
history: the 1968 cover version of the North Korean song “Rimjingang” (Imjun 
River) by the Folk Crusaders. That folk- rock trio had unexpectedly become a 
national sensation when radio stations began playing the novelty song “Kaette 
kita yopparai” (The drunkard’s return), included on its in de pen dently released 
1967 debut  album. Reissued in December  1967 as a single on a major label, 
“Kaette kita yopparai” soared to the top of Japan’s hit charts and sold more 
than two million copies. “Kaette kita yopparai” subsequently also provided the 
title for a 1968 film directed by Ōshima Nagisa, known in En glish as Three 
Resurrected Drunkards and starring the Folk Crusaders— a surreal Cold War 
narrative in which the band members inadvertently find themselves mistaken 
for South Korean soldiers who have illegally immigrated to Japan; they end 
up being shipped off to the battlefields of Vietnam, thereby highlighting the 
disparate roles South  Korea and Japan played  under the US security regime for 
East Asia.

 After the success of that debut single, the band’s man ag ers chose as the fol-
low-up single a tune the band had been playing in its live set, “Imugin- gawa” 
(Imjun River), with lyr ics by Matsuyama Takeshi. Matsuyama had learned the 
number as a Korean folk song from Zainichi friends. The band and Matsuyama 
believed the song to be an old Korean folk song, but in fact it was a propaganda 
ballad about divided  Korea, originally composed in 1957 by Ko Jong- hwan 
with lyr ics by the poet Pak Se- yŏng. The first verse in the cover was a transla-
tion of the original Korean lyr ics, but the subsequent verses  were Matsuyama’s 
own original composition, replacing the more explic itly po liti cal content of the 
North Korean original. The connection to  Korea remained clear through the 
title and contents, but the cover version projected a diff er ent historical context, 
even as it preserved the haunting melody of the original.

The Folk Crusaders’ rec ord com pany announced the new single in Febru-
ary  1968. Immediately, the label found itself flooded with complaints from 
Zainichi groups affiliated with North  Korea, who charged that the Japanese- 
language version was not a true translation of the Korean lyr ics, that the 
cover was a deliberate deception that aimed to mask the historical real ity of 
Cold War geopolitics and of Japan’s own imperial past. Meanwhile, the rec-
ord label and its parent com pany also began to fear that South Korean and 
South Korean– affiliated Zainichi groups would object to the introduction of 
any North Korean culture into Japan. Since the 1965 accord reestablishing dip-
lomatic relations between Japan and its former colony of South  Korea, Japa-
nese corporations had viewed South  Korea, rapidly industrializing  under the 
authoritarian developmentalist policies of the Park Chung Hee regime, as a 
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lucrative potential market and  were loath to take any action that might limit 
their access. Faced with objections from both sides of the Iron Curtain, the rec-
ord com pany quickly withdrew the rec ord from circulation. This led to the wide-
spread belief that the song had been banned, a prohibition that of course only 
intensified the desire among young  music fans to hear the recording. The phan-
tom cover version became an absent presence, soliciting a forbidden mode of 
identification among a generation of Japa nese  music fans.53

“Imujin- gawa” provides a telling instance of what Kuan- Hsing Chen has de-
scribed as the derailed pro cesses of decolonization and deimperialism in Cold 
War Asia.54 In this fragmented environment, cover songs could, as with the 
Folk Crusaders, suggest troubling historical connections and find themselves 
suppressed. But in another register, Cold War pop  music covers also became 
sites for revitalized modes of (post)colonial mimicry. A figure like Japa nese 
enka diva Misora Hibari, for example, provides a striking instance of how in 
Cold War pop  music you could become an original by copying somebody  else, 
how mimicking the foreign other becomes the pro cess by which you acquire 
a sense of domestic authenticity as well as articulate new lines of affiliation. 
It was through her covers of “American” boogie- woogie numbers in the late 
1940s that Hibari magically emerged as the most Japa nese of enka singers, and 
even  later in her  career, when she claimed indigenous roots for her  music in 
Japa nese blood and critics celebrated her as the embodiment of Japa nese cul-
tural tradition, she continued to include brilliant covers of songs like “La Vie 
en rose” or “Lover Come Back to Me” in her repertoire.55

We see this same phenomenon, what Michael Taussig calls the figure- eight 
form of mimesis, across the region during the Cold War era.56 The ways in 
which cover versions of what was supposed to be the same song could generate 
divergences in identity complicates any attempt to think of the period’s musi-
cal culture in terms of a  simple East versus West, Communist versus cap i tal ist, 
East/West or North/South divide. Imitation of  others becomes a form of both 
co- optation and re sis tance, of domination and deviance: “Pulling you this way 
and that, mimesis plays this trick of dancing between the very same and the 
very diff er ent. An impossible but necessary, indeed an everyday affair, mimesis 
registers both sameness and difference, of being like, and of being Other. Cre-
ating stability from this instability is no small task, yet all identity formation 
is engaged in this habitually bracing activity in which the issue is not so much 
staying the same, but maintaining sameness through alterity.”57

For example, as Hon- Lun Yang argues in her chapter  here, cover versions of 
Anglo- American pop songs in Hong Kong generated a “unique brand of cos-
mopolitanism,” a vernacular cosmopolitanism that signified a local identity, a 
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sense of Hongkongness. Likewise, Anna Schultz demonstrates how traditional 
songs of religious devotion could be covered in new contexts during the Cold 
War, translating them to meet shifting cultural and po liti cal needs. The musical 
per for mances of Sant Tukdoji Maharaj could sing to Gandhian nonviolence, 
Nehruian nonaligned socialism, international religious conference calls for 
pacifism, and Indian nationalist re sis tance to Cold War nuclear threats from 
neighboring China and Pakistan— sometimes, in the very same per for mance. 
As the chapters collected  here demonstrate, an alternate history of the multiple 
Asian Cold Wars can be traced through the networks of mimicry that cover 
songs generated during the period.

This alternate history of traffic in cover versions complicates our under-
standings of Asia’s Cold War(s). Standard histories of Japan, Taiwan, and South 
 Korea in the era, for example, situate them as allies of the United States and 
part of the liberal- capitalist bloc that sought to contain Communism in the 
region. As one would expect from this standard line, South Korean, Taiwanese, 
and Japa nese popu lar  music charts in the 1950s and 1960s  were filled with cover 
versions of American hit songs, often with lyr ics partially or wholly translated 
into Japa nese, Mandarin, or Korean. Covering American pop  music became 
one mechanism for drawing lines of affiliation and situating con temporary 
Japan, Taiwan, and South  Korea in a new vision of world history.

But the culture of covering produced unexpected outcomes as well. In 
Japan, one of the most popu lar performers of hit covers in the 1960s was the 
Peanuts, a singing duo composed of twin  sisters, Itō Emi (1941–2012) and Itō 
Yumi (1941–2016). Managed by Watanabe Productions (a major force in Japa-
nese popu lar  music that had its roots in the economy of US military bases), 
they debuted in 1959 at age eigh teen and soon became regulars on the Japa-
nese pop  music hit charts with their striking sibling harmonies. The Peanuts 
released seventy- six singles between 1959 and their retirement in 1975, selling 
many millions of rec ords along the way. They also became stars on the new 
medium of tele vi sion. They made a number of film appearances as well and 
are best known in the West  today for their recurring roles as tiny fairies in the 
Mothra monster movie series— another popu lar cultural product through 
which audiences in Japan and elsewhere tried to make sense of the geopo liti cal 
history of the Cold War.58

The Peanuts’ repertoire consisted of easy- listening mainstream pop songs, 
including many translated cover versions of Anglo- American hit numbers. 
 These might be (and perhaps  were) listened to as aural enactments of modern-
ization theory, a key Cold War ideological framework that positioned Japan 
and other US allies in the region as pursuing a developmentalist logic of history, 
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in which liberal cap i tal ist states in East Asia  were said to be advancing  toward 
modernity (defined as being the con temporary situation of the US and its allies 
in Western Eu rope) but always at a time lag and always sidestepping the need 
for violent historical change. Cover versions, with their appearance at a delay 
from the original version and with their respectful admiration of that original, 
provided a striking enactment of the model for modernization theory. The Pea-
nuts’ 1970  album Fīrin Guddo: Pīnattsu no atarashii sekai (Feeling good: The 
Peanuts’ new world) featured covers of such recent hits as “What the World 
Needs Now,” “Raindrops Keep Fallin’ on My Head,” “Michelle,” “The Look of 
Love,” and “I Say a  Little Prayer.” The lyr ics are kept entirely in En glish, a sign 
of faithful covering. It was this stance of loyal imitation, no doubt, that earned 
the Peanuts their 1966 bookings to appear on The Ed  Sullivan Show and The 
Danny Kaye Show in the United States.

But while the act of covering a tune opens oneself to be appropriated to a 
certain “original” and its putative authenticity, it is at the same time an active 
act of appropriation: a kind of colonial and semicolonial mimicry, along the 
lines Taussig suggests. Each of the cover songs on the Feeling Good  album is 
actively reworked; the original is easily recognizable, but much of the plea sure 
 these cover versions produce comes from the degree to which  those originals 
have been transformed. The vocal parts are rewritten to foreground the Peanuts’ 
signature sibling harmony, and the velvety orchestral backing arrangements are 
complex, often featuring pronounced syncopation, striking instrumental fills, 
and other hooks not found on the original recordings. In other words, even 
as  these Japa nese covers of American and British pop songs seem to pledge al-
legiance to the originals, they also si mul ta neously demonstrate a pronounced 
degree of originality that opens up a distance through the act of covering.

Moreover, even as they frequently covered Anglo- American hit songs, the 
Peanuts cultivated an image that was more closely connected with Latin Amer-
i ca and continental Eu rope, especially France, West Germany, and Italy. The 
Peanuts recorded many cover versions of French, Italian, and German pop 
songs, often singing lyr ics at least partially in the original language. Even the 
original numbers composed for them by Japa nese songwriters often conveyed, 
in both lyr ics and  music, a continental Eu ro pean flair: they  were meant to sound 
like covers. The duo’s  album titles also referred to Eu rope: for example, their 
1971  album, The Glorious Sound of Frances Lai, a tribute to the French chanson 
composer; or their 1965  album, Hits Parade Vol. 6: Around the Eu rope. On their 
45 rpm single- record jackets, it was common for song titles to be given in both 
Japa nese and a (non- English) Eu ro pean language,  whether the songs  were cover 
versions of foreign numbers or original Japa nese compositions. Moreover, the 
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Peanuts frequently visited Eu rope to perform concerts, appear on tele vi sion, 
and have recording sessions. Their recordings  were marketed on the continent and 
apparently reached a fair degree of popularity, especially in West Germany and 
Italy, where they performed on concert tours and tele vi sion specials. Their 1965 
recording “Heut’ Abend” (released in West Germany  under the moniker Die 
Peanuts) mixes Japa nese and German lyr ics in a playful manner that embodies 
the fluid cosmopolitanism of their image.

One of the best- known numbers by the Peanuts is their 1963 smash hit, “Koi 
no vakansu (Vacance de l’amour).” “Vacance de l’amour” won a Japan Rec ord 
Award for its composer, Miyagawa Hiroshi (primary producer and arranger 
for the Peanuts). The lyr ics by Iwatani Tokiko are in Japa nese, except of course 
for the keyword vacance (French for “vacation”) from the title, also used in the 
chorus refrain. The popularity of the song helped vacance become a kind of 
buzzword in Japan. No doubt this has something to do with 1960s trends in 
fashion, film, and other domains in which France enjoyed a privileged status. 
The cosmopolitanism of the Peanuts’ cover songs produced a stylish image to 
their sound, lending an air of cultural sophistication that clearly sold well on 
the market: it was a kind of commodity branding. Michael Furmanovsky ar-
gues that the Peanuts  were crucial figures in the introduction of a new Paris- 
centric upper- middle- class female fashion look in early 1960s Japan.59

And yet part of the reason the Peanuts’ covers achieved such popularity is 
that they spoke to real desires that existed in Japan for a certain continental 
lifestyle, one associated with commodity consumption— but also with relative 
autonomy within the Cold War global order. The desirability of mimicking 
French pop  music, for example, seems in part linked up with a desire to be 
more like France, to occupy a less subservient role vis- à- vis the United States 
in global geopolitics. In 1966, when the Peanuts  were at the zenith of their 
popularity, France withdrew its armed forces from the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organ ization (nato), complicating the Cold War binaries. In other words, 
this quasi- cover song was drawing alternative lines of affiliation, opening up 
possibilities for imagining Japan on a diff er ent historical trajectory— one not 
vis i ble from the perspective  adopted in more conventional histories of the 
Cold War period.

As this suggests, cover versions provide one mode for constructing alterna-
tive forms of historical consciousness in and of the pre sent moment.60  After 
the  Peanuts’ success in debuting “Vacance de l’amour,” it quickly became a 
standard number in Japan and beyond. A cover version was released in 1963 
by the Italian singer Caterina Valente and enjoyed success in Eu rope. Even 
more surprising, a Russian- language cover version became a hit in 1965 for 
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Nina Panteleeva in the Soviet Union. It eventually became a kind of standard 
number in the Soviet Union. Panteleeva would also rec ord a Russian- language 
cover of the Peanuts’ 1964 hit “Una sera di Tokio,” another Miyagawa composi-
tion. In  these instances, we see a cover song establishing a direct route between 
Japan and Western Eu rope and the USSR, tracing out lines of affiliation that 
do not pass through the United States. In  these covers, we see both inside and 
outside Japan the outlines of an alternative historical consciousness to that 
which situated Japan simply as a loyal US Cold War partner.

We see this complexity of historical consciousness even more vividly in the 
Peanuts’ many cover versions of South American, Central American, and Ca-
rib bean popu lar hits. If, as Gabriel Solis argues, a cover version is “not a  matter 
of rehashing a song that had done well for a musician operating in some 
small market, but rather of establishing the credibility and authenticity of the 
coverer through the established cultural capital of the original,” what kinds of 
tradition  were the Peanuts inventing when they turned, as they so often did, 
to songs identified as Latin?61 Their 1959 debut lp, for example, included “Aru 
koi no monogatari,” a cover version of the bolero “Historia de un amor” by the 
Panamanian composer Carlos Eleta Almarán, which quickly achieved global 
popularity  after being featured in a 1956 Mexican film of the same title. In the 
Peanuts’ cover version, the lyr ics alternate between Japa nese translations and 
the original Spanish lyr ics. The Peanuts would also rec ord covers of, among 
 others, “Quizás, quizás, quizás” (better known in En glish as “Perhaps, Perhaps, 
Perhaps”), “La novia,” “Magica luna,” “Moliendo Café,” “¿Quién será?” and 
many  others.

In other words, as cover artists and as covered artists, the Peanuts exist in 
a seemingly eclectic circulation of songs across the globe, one that opened up 
new lines of affiliation and new possibilities for imagining Japan’s historical 
 situation in the Cold War. Japan was one of the twenty- nine mostly Asian 
and African countries that sent official del e ga tions to the 1955 conference in 
Bandung, Indonesia, an early effort to respond to the Cold War division of 
the world between American and Soviet blocs by creating a third force, the 
Non- Aligned Movement (nam). Japan’s participation in Bandung was in 
many ways incoherent. Whereas Bandung was intended to form an alliance 
among nations undergoing decolonization, Japan participated as a (former) 
imperial power. As Kristine Dennehy has noted, its del e ga tion included several 
figures who had played key bureaucratic roles in its pre-1945 empire.62 But the 
decision to participate in Bandung suggests the existence of a desire for nonalign-
ment across the po liti cal spectrum in Japan, in both the state and civil society. 
Cover songs became an impor tant means for both soliciting and expressing 
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that desire. It hardly seems coincidental, then, that the Peanuts would sing the 
theme song for the soundtrack of the 1961 Mothra film in Indonesian.

 After 1955,  under US pressure, the Japa nese state backed away from the Band-
ung movement. But Japa nese intellectuals and cultural producers continued to 
look to the movement, seeking alternate forms of affiliation and cultural tradi-
tion. Japa nese writers, for example, participated in the 1958 Tashkent meeting 
of the Afro- Asian Writers Union, despite efforts by the Japa nese state to try to 
prevent them. Japan then hosted a 1961 emergency meeting of the Afro- Asian 
Writers Union in Tokyo, again in the face of opposition from the Japa nese 
state. This meeting was held in the wake of the massive 1960 Anpo protests in 
Japan against the renewal of the US/Japan Security Treaty, the primary official 
apparatus of Cold War alliance between the two states. The participants in the 
meeting all saw the Anpo protests as a continuation of the Bandung movement. 
The standard histories of the 1960 Anpo demonstrations frame it within the 
tense relations of the US/Japan security relationship. But the 1961 Tokyo meet-
ing and—in a quite diff er ent register— the cosmopolitan cover songs of the 
Peanuts suggest that the Anpo demonstrations need to be understood not just 
for what they opposed but also for what they  were in  favor of: what was called 
at the time “neutralism” but would increasingly through the 1960s be called 
“nonalignment” or “Third Worldism.” With the new logic of covers that arose 
in tandem with rock and roll  music, recording a cover song of, say, “Historia 
de un amor” was a way for the Peanuts to retroactively assert the cultural (and 
implicitly po liti cal) authenticity of the original recording— but also then to 
associate themselves as Japa nese performers with that authenticity, establishing 
a lineage and a sense of community with the original.63

That is, even in the most commodified branches of popu lar  music in Japan 
and elsewhere across Cold War Asia, we can hear traces of a utopian desire to 
escape the official binaries of the Cold War. The cosmopolitan cover songs of 
the Folk Crusaders and the Peanuts represented an attempt to imagine what it 
might sound like if Japan  were not a client state of the US, what Japan might 
sound like in alternative lineages of musical tradition. To borrow Carol Muller’s 
formulation, their covers of, for example, Korean or Latin songs “enabled an 
intimate identification between consumers/audiences and their geo graph i cally 
distant, but acoustically real and emotionally centripetal, musical cohorts,” and 
in  doing so helped imagine Japan as something other than an American client 
state.64 Through cover songs, regardless of their geopo liti cal spatial location, 
Asian musicians and their fans could identify themselves with American and 
En glish counter parts but also with the nonaligned Bandung spirit and with 
counter parts within the socialist bloc. The practice of covers as a form of 
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versioning helps us trace out alternative lines of history that necessarily com-
plicate the dominant narratives of Cold War history.

Fronts

Popu lar songs have  shaped contentious po liti cal arenas in modern Asia since 
the mass mediation of recordings began in the early twentieth  century.65 Unlike 
musical traditions that stay above or out of the fray, the creative agents of popu-
lar  music, including poets, singers, instrumentalists, songwriters, visual artists, 
arrangers, and sound engineers, have regularly found themselves on the front 
lines of ideological and geopo liti cal strug gles. Due to widespread affection for 
their work and its relative accessibility, popu lar  music artists typically exercise 
disproportionate influence in po liti cal life,  either inadvertently or deliberately, 
and often their vocation involves considerable personal risk where and when 
dissent is stifled by authorities. A third keyword, fronts, thus complements the 
emphasis on circulation in our discussion of routes and covers, not least  because 
the martial resonance of the term immediately evokes the specter of  human 
conflict. Vio lence, threats, hostilities, censorship, persecution, and sacrifice— 
these themes too figure prominently in our accounts of popu lar  music in Asia’s 
Cold Wars.66

Fronts imply competing forces where routes may be blocked or fluid depend-
ing on allegiances or which side succeeds at imposing its interests on  others. 
Fronts also hint at alignments, shored-up or contested, as well as alliances, 
nurtured, broken, or remade anew. Spatially, fronts invoke a field or sphere of 
competition, but they can equally be social subjects of history themselves, as 
in revolutions or countercultural movements. If we return to the most literal 
meaning of the word, however, fronts are foreheads (from the Latin, frōns) and 
 faces, markers of visibility and by extension, identity, like when someone claims 
they “never forget a face.” The Hindi word for the recurring catch phrase (re-
frain) in North Indian film songs is mukhṛā, the face or front of the song.67 As 
the stylistic and formal feature tasked with establishing a mood, lyrical theme, 
and stylistic identity, the mukhṛā is the sounded face, the hook or refrain, or 
catch phrase that listeners remember. But fronts can also be deceptively vis i ble 
when they conceal more than they reveal, like songs, poems, or images that 
seem innocuous on the surface while working to stoke radical convictions and 
intentions for  those in the know,  those who hear preferred or subliminal mes-
sages beneath the face of a song.68 Indeed, fronts can be covers for subversive 
actions, like the way tea stalls presented a legitimate front for debating and 
promoting radical socialist views in India during the 1950s, ideals that found 
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their most compelling expression through street theater and popu lar song.69 
Moreover, individuals who exude bold confidence in their actions are often 
said to have a lot of front (nerve), a valence that when braided with the idea 
of fronts as recognizable identity markers evokes an archetypal figure in global 
popu lar  music: the charismatic front figure of a band.

 These are some of the ways in which “fronts” expand our framework for 
examining popu lar  music in Asia’s Cold Wars. In this section, we introduce 
the concept of “fronts” through a close reading of a celebrated South Indian 
songwriting team’s classic revolutionary anthem from 1957, “Balikudeerangale” 
(Monuments of martyrdom). This song is one of the most well known ex-
amples of how popu lar  music in the Malayalam- speaking state of Kerala chal-
lenged the Republic of India’s official policy of nonalignment (see the chapters 
by Kommattam and Schultz). Its social history complicates any assumption 
that national forces alone define fronts, thereby bringing into relief interre-
gional frictions and alliances. We choose this song to show how artists in a na-
scent theater and film  music industry created enduring transnational socialist 
alignments and realignments in response to Cold War politics. Moreover, our 
example illustrates how a regionally specific front transcended, re imagined, 
and contested a nonaligned nation from its southern margins.

The song “Balikudeerangale” was written in 1957, two years  after the Band-
ung Conference and the Warsaw Pact. The newly elected state government, led 
by the Communist Party of India (cpi), asked a songwriting duo to commem-
orate the martyrs who  rose up against the British East India Com pany in the 
Indian Rebellion of 1857. The composer, G. Devarajan, and poet Vayalar Rama-
varma responded with a bright, upbeat, group song with a catchy refrain and 
antiphonal verse structure.70 The song was written only a few days before it was 
first performed publicly at a prominent traffic circle in Kerala’s state capital, 
Thiruvananthapuram (formerly Trivandrum). The occasion was the inaugura-
tion of a martyr’s column in the presence of two founding leaders: India’s first 
president, Rajendra Prasad, of the Indian National Congress (the nationalist 
party of in de pen dence); and the first chief minister of Kerala, E. M. S. Nam-
boodiripad, of the Communist Party of India. Four months  earlier, the cpi 
made history as the first state government of the region and as one of the first 
demo cratic Communist governments in the world (see Kommattam’s chapter). 
The performers included the popu lar singer K. S. George and other musicians 
recruited from the Kerala  People’s Arts Club (kpac), a branch of the Indian 
 People’s Theatre Association.71  These activist artists  were prominent mem-
bers of the Communist Party at the time and  were therefore committed to a 
more radical socialist vision than the center- left policies of the Indian National 
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Congress. Nevertheless, for the inaugural per for mance at the Martyr’s Col-
umn, the songwriters emphasized national unity and anticolonial strug gle.72 
Shortly  after the inauguration, however, the lyr ics  were swiftly repurposed to 
express solidarity with international  labor and Communism.73 By changing the 
color of the flag in the last verse from gold— the color of the Indian Congress 
party—to red, the songwriters realigned the song with the Soviet Union and 
the  People’s Republic of China: “You light the everlasting flames for genera-
tions. We now have a new red flag from the soil of Malabar [Northern Kerala], 
the very battleground where you stood in your armor.”74

Hence the revised verse honored two revolutionary strug gles: the patriotic 
anticolonialist movement for in de pen dence and the anticapitalist front. The 
example thus builds on our  earlier discussion of the many routes taken by the 
Italian re sis tance song “Bella ciao” by underlining how popu lar songs gather 
multiple, accumulative, and even contradictory meanings. Indeed, Thomas 
Turino argues that popu lar  music’s power to condense sense and experience is 
the key to understanding its emotional intensity and immediacy, a pro cess he 
poignantly describes as semantic snowballing.75 Thus a single word substitu-
tion in the last verse immortalized the song for a generation of demo cratic so-
cialist listeners while also carry ing forward the original emphasis on nationalist 
sentiment.

A year  after the memorial per for mance, Devarajan and Vayalar adapted the 
song for Visharikku Kattu Venda (The fan needs no breeze, 1958), a socialist 
play by Ponkunnam Varkey. Recognizing the commercial potential, the Gram-
ophone Com pany of India  Limited subsequently produced a recording of the 
song in Madras (now Chennai) with K. S. George, the same lead singer who 
performed at the inauguration, along with popu lar actor- singer Sulochana. 
This is the song that was widely disseminated through radio and commercial 
sales  under the rec ord label, His Master’s Voice (hmv). Thus “Balikudeeran-
gale” did much more than commemorate the centenary of the first war of In-
dian in de pen dence; it also marked the first de cade of Indian in de pen dence 
(1947), the election of the first demo cratic Communist government in Asia, 
and the birth of an enduring popu lar anthem in the southwestern corner of a 
key nonaligned state.

In his book on the po liti cal force of  music, Barry Shank traces the evolu-
tion of anthems from their origins in ritual and religious experience to secular 
politics, where rulers and nation- states became the primary objects of praise.76 
According to Shank,  these are traditional anthems, songs that are sung at for-
mal occasions like rituals at places of worship or nation- building events. As 
Schultz reveals in her chapter, the devotional repertoire of a singer-saint like 
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Tukdoji Maharaj might span the gamut of Shank’s traditional- popular spec-
trum.77 Popu lar anthems share many of the same musical and social features 
as traditional anthems, but they also have an ordinary everyday presence in 
the lives of folks who share an implicit sense of equality. Like traditional an-
thems, popu lar anthems create space for reciprocal recognition of belonging, 
largely  because they manage to instill a sense of fairness, which in turn can serve 
as a base for po liti cal action. Such popu lar anthems avoid engaging in overt 
po liti cal discourse but prepare the ground for widespread collective action 
around a common sense of purpose in the po liti cal public sphere. The role of 
the urban folk revival and Black congregational singing in the American civil 
rights movement is a convincing case of how popu lar anthems harnessed much 
of the po liti cal force of traditional anthems while creating a cultural context 
for sustained oppositional action.78 For example, Shin’s chapter in this vol-
ume demonstrates how the vernacular soundtrack of American re sis tance in 
the 1960s and 1970s migrated to South  Korea, where Christian churches and 
singer- songwriters  were instrumental in building an ordinary culture of re sis-
tance. Shin’s account highlights how Korean artists indigenized and adapted 
the work of leading North American urban folk revivalists by writing origi-
nal covers and new songs that became anthemic for a youth- led countercul-
tural front that confronted increasingly authoritarian policies in the 1970s. To 
capture this subtle but significant distinction between traditional and popu-
lar anthems, Shank reaches for Lauren Berlant’s concept of the juxtapo liti cal: 
actions that are neither antipo liti cal nor explic itly po liti cal but are neverthe-
less constitutive of a ground for collective engagement.79 He notes that while 
popu lar anthems draw on many of the qualities of religious and national an-
thems, including their accessibility,  limited pitch range, antiphonal structure, 
uncomplicated rhythm, and clear lyrical themes, they differ in one impor tant 
re spect. Namely, they circulate beyond the formal conditions that constrain in-
dividual creative agency in highly ritualized (formalized) musical per for mance. 
The pop anthem thus “entrains bodies other wise stifled  toward an awareness 
of the shared, the mutual, the collective that extends beyond the ordinary and 
the same,” and in  doing so, they “shift the way the world is heard.”80 Moreover, 
a song that was originally intended to serve as a traditional anthem— like the 
commission of “Balikudeerangale” to commemorate anticolonial strug gle and 
sacrifice at an official event— could also  later acquire new currency and poly-
semy as a popu lar anthem.

In addition to circulating across geo graph i cal space, some anthems also tran-
scend their historically specific moment. Drawing on new media and stylistic 
features, they can be refashioned in ways that appeal to multiple age- based 
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cohorts, thereby fostering the intergenerational solidarity required to shore up 
artistic fronts in contentious po liti cal arenas. The creative pro cess of revital-
izing songs several de cades  after they  were originally written is well demon-
strated by the recent use of “Balikudeerangale” in the Indian Malayalam film 
cia: Comrade in Amer i ca (2017). Directed by filmmaker Amal Neerad, the 
film tells the story of a young South Indian communist leader, Aji Matthew, 
whose American- born love interest abruptly returns to Texas when her  family 
finds out about their mutual affection. Determined to re unite with her in Dal-
las, Aji reveals his plan at the local Communist reading room in a late- night 
conversation with imaginary comrades: Karl Marx, Vladimir Lenin, and Che 
Guevara.81 The next day he flies to Nicaragua, where he can purchase a visa on 
arrival. With the help of a local Communist party office and a Sri Lankan taxi 
driver in San Juan del Sur, he travels through Central Amer i ca and Mexico 
to the border city of Reynosa, where he joins a group of irregular mi grants 
from Latin Amer i ca, China, India, and Pakistan. Together they embark on a 
dangerous journey to cross the US- Mexico border. Along the way, Aji gains 
firsthand knowledge of the hardships mi grants face as they strug gle to locate 
 family members, escape the vio lence of homelands, or find better economic 
opportunities. As the film unfolds, the narrative moves beyond the romantic 
plotline to critique the anti- immigration and border security policies of the 
United States.

Long before the setting shifts from Kerala to Latin Amer i ca, however, 
Neerad follows Indian cinematic convention by introducing main characters 
through the picturization of popu lar song genres. For example, filmmakers 
often intensify blossoming romances through “love songs” and amplify protag-
onists through elaborate “hero introduction songs.” Both genres are deployed 
in the opening scenes of cia, but  because of the social realist aspirations of the 
film, Neerad was especially concerned with the “hero introduction song.” It 
was crucial that the film’s protagonist represent more than the average South 
Indian action hero.82 Aji would need to embody hypermasculine ideals and 
the legacy of radical socialism in Kerala as well as con temporary transnational 
solidarity with working- class  people across the Global South. What kind of 
musical strategies did  music director Gopi Sundar mobilize to express  these 
associations?

In a conversation about the soundtrack at his recording studio in Kochi, 
Sundar recalled how the director insisted on leading with “an anthem type 
of song.” A public supporter of leftist po liti cal movements in Kerala, Neerad 
came up with the idea of reviving “Balikudeerangale.”83 Working in collabora-
tion with lyricist Rafeeq Ahmed, Sundar thus adapted the 1950s- era popu lar 
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anthem to figure prominently in a new hero introduction song called “Kerala 
Manninayi” (Out of Kerala soil). The song would provide the non- diegetic 
soundtrack for an opening dramatic scene depicting a violent confrontation 
between riot police and Communist protesters led by Aji. According to Sun-
dar, the main challenge was finding a way to pay homage to a beloved Commu-
nist anthem for older generations while also capturing the energy and musical 
tastes of millennial youth.84

Sundar deployed three main strategies to boost the song’s intergenerational 
appeal. By rerecording “Balikudeerangale” with crackle effects and midfre-
quencies only, he created a lo-fi aesthetic to stir feelings of nostalgia among 
listeners who  were familiar with the original. Moreover, instead of inviting a 
veteran classically trained playback singer to perform the lead vocal part, he 
recruited Vaikom Vijayalakshmi, a charismatic popu lar singer known for her 
unique quality of voice and personal narrative of strug gle against ableism in 
the  music industry. As a result, Sundar’s reconstruction of the song captured 
the spirit of the anthem while also functioning more like a sample of the 1957 
recording rather than as a cover. Second, in his strug gle to “crack the tune,” 
as he put it, Sundar felt the bright tonality of G major and smooth melodic 
motion in the original song would fall short of capturing the imagination of 
younger listeners. He de cided to use “Balikudeerangale” for the hook and re-
frain in contrast with a hip- hop aesthetic featuring  limited minor key intervals, 
rhythmic lyrical delivery, and a stronger beat in the verses. One of the musical 
prob lems that Sundar had to solve, however, was the task of bridging divergent 
styles— classic filmi group song and con temporary hip- hop—in a way that 
maintained the coherence of the song overall. He de cided to use a clean blues 
riff on an electric guitar in the relative E minor key, a musical gesture that made 
it pos si ble to layer and overlap the melodically oriented major refrains and 
rhythmically driven minor- inflected verses.85 Fi nally, Sundar and Neerad felt 
that a multilingual dimension would capture the outward- looking cosmopoli-
tan aspirations of South Indian youth. Their first idea was to contrast the flow 
of the Malayalam refrain with rapping in En glish, but they quickly de cided 
that a “foreign” language associated with British colonization and American 
imperialism would undermine the patriotic socialist sentiment of the story. So 
they rejected the more common hip- hop practice of alternating En glish and 
local Asian- language lyr ics, choosing instead to write the rap verses in Tamil, 
arguably the most global of South Indian Dravidian languages. For example, 
Tamil- speaking artists from Malaysia  were instrumental in the development of 
a multilingual hip- hop scene as part of a broader pan- Asian pattern of affinity 
for Black expressivity and empowerment.86 Thus to help write and stylize the 
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Tamil lyr ics, Sundar engaged Yogi B— a Kuala Lumpur– based hip- hop artist 
and founding front figure for the Malaysian hip- hop group Poetic Ammo. The 
incorporation of the blues guitar riff as well as hip- hop ele ments, including 
breaks, syncopation, rhyming, flow, and layering, not only expanded the song’s 
youth cultural resonance as a con temporary vehicle for reviving revolution-
ary ideals of martyrdom and social justice; it also demonstrated how fusing 
a reconstructed 1950s Indian anthem with Africanist musical aesthetics in a 
film about alliance building with Latin Amer i ca evokes new routes, covers, and 
fronts. Like the Peanuts’ cover versions of Latin American songs in Japan,  these 
routes bypassed the United States. In the pro cess, they realigned Asian, Latin 
American, and African diasporic interests along a millennial front of social-
ist solidarity with Latinidad at a time of escalating rhe toric and anxiety over 
speculation that Asia’s “new” Cold War had already begun.87

This brief account of the historic and con temporary significance of a South 
Indian song’s passage from traditional anthem to popu lar anthem anticipates 
the chapters gathered  under fronts. Marié Abe’s contribution focuses on con-
temporary Okinawan popu lar  music from the southern Ryūkyū Islands in 
Japan. She argues that the  music of Daiku Tetsuhiro reimagines the spatial-
ity of the archipelago from a highly militarized front in American Cold War 
strategic policy to a node in a dense transpacific network of relationalities that 
stretch across time to link multiple forms of difference. Similarly, Anna Schultz’s 
chapter explores how popu lar  music connects  people and difference trans-
nationally through a biographical lens. Presenting a North Indian perspective 
on how popu lar  music can both reinforce and challenge top- down narratives 
of Cold War fronts, she examines the complex life, art, and politics of Ma-
harashtrian singer- saint Tukdoji Maharaj, including his role as a charismatic 
public figure in Gandhi’s anticolonial strug gle, his leadership in the early years 
of the Hindu nationalist movement, his controversial stance on vio lence in the 
Cold War climate of nuclear armament in the region, and his ironic participa-
tion in the peaceful front led by the Third World Religion Congress. Schultz’s 
account highlights the many ways in which fluency in local devotional musical 
styles empowered an Indian spiritual leader to influence the circulation of ideas 
across vari ous Cold War fault lines. Fi nally, Qian Zhang examines the role of 
 music criticism in framing and policing popu lar  music as an expression of in-
ternal fronts in the  People’s Republic of China. She shows how critics deployed 
meta phor and aesthetic discourse to draw clear distinctions between yellow 
and red musicians as part of the Communist Party of China’s media strategy to 
discredit artists associated with bourgeois values. Just like the substitution of 
a red flag for a gold one in the lyr ics of “Balikudeerangale” and its subsequent 
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revival as a hip- hop anthem in commercial film, Zhang shows how visual im-
agery, words, media, and the  music itself intensify ideologically charged fronts 
in ways that influence not only how  people respond to the po liti cal force of 
popu lar  music but also how and at what cost they align themselves with one 
side or the other.

Collectively, the chapters in this volume encourage us to listen beyond na-
tional fronts, or as Josh Kun argues, to recognize that while  music can have 
roots in a nation and influence national formations, “it always overflows, spills 
out, sneaks through, reaches an ear on the other side of the border line, on the 
other side of the sea.”88 Likewise, the authors gathered  here invite us to con-
sider how the creative work, circulation, and open or clandestine enjoyment 
of popu lar songs call into question the conventional routes, bound aries, and 
periodizations that throw more shade than light on the cultural complexity of 
everyday life in Asia’s Cold War(s). For example, they invite us to hear covers 
not as derivative expression of modern yearning but as imaginative acts of mi-
mesis that could amplify homage, subversion, or aspiration, depending on who 
is performing and listening, where, and when. Regardless of which one of the 
imbricated themes of routes, covers, or fronts is given more prominence, all the 
chapters pre sent nuanced accounts of how popu lar  music and Cold War forces 
mutually shape one another. In that sense, each one unfolds like a cassette play-
ing first the A and then the B side or vice versa. Whereas A sides foreground 
how sonorous popu lar  music worlds bring uneven, dynamic, and discrepant 
Cold War alignments into sharper relief, the complementary B sides consider 
the ways in which  human conflict, friction, and territoriality have inspired and 
provoked some of the most compelling and forceful  music of postwar Asia.
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